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The One-Time Exclusion Program for public employer state (PES) agencies expires June 30, 2006. As of July 1, 
2006, the only lump sum settlement (LSS) program for public employer state agencies  will be the LSS Direct 
Reimbursement Payment and Rating Program (LSS Program).

LSS Program
1. General requirements

• BWC requires a three-year minimum commitment of any PES agency seeking to participate in the LSS 
Program.

• The start date for participation in this program is July 1 of the program year. 

• A PES agency must notify BWC of its decision to participate in the LSS Program by Dec. 31 of the year 
immediately preceding the policy year in which the exclusion will begin.

• Each PES agency seeking to participate in the LSS Program must complete and submit the Lump Sum 
Settlement Direct Reimbursement Payment and Rating Program for Public Employer State Agencies 
(U-145). By completing this form, the agency agrees to follow the LSS Program requirements. The 
agency’s chief executive offi cer (or equivalent position) or his/her designee who commits the state 
agency to follow program rules and meet program requirements must sign the form. 

• The LSS Program is open to all PES agencies, including cabinet member agencies and non-cabinet 
agencies.

2. LSS rate calculations rules for the LSS Program
• BWC treats all LSS payments the same regardless of whether they are court-ordered settlements, 

agency-negotiated settlements or any other settlement.

• Once a PES agency selects the LSS Program, BWC excludes all LSS payments, regardless of who 
pays the settlement, from the fi ve-year losses used to calculate the pure premium rate for future 
policy year rate calculations. The pure premium rate constitutes the actual fi ve-year losses divided by 
the reported payroll used to project the rate. 

The bureau collects this rate for the next policy year. When BWC makes the payment, the overage 
calculation and shortage rate includes the LSS payment, and the agency will not reimburse payment. 
It will exclude the LSS payments that BWC paid and the agency reimbursed. The overage and 
shortage rate is the rate at which the agency must pay any past shortage in rates or the reduction in 
rate for any past overage in premium paid.

• When a PES agency requests to end its participation in the LSS Program, the pure premium rate 
includes all LSS payments regardless of who ultimately made the payments. The overage calculation 
and shortage rate only includes the LSS payments BWC made and not reimbursed.

3. LSS reimbursement payment rules
• BWC bills LSSs in the quarter subsequent to the LSS cashed date. The October billing includes the 

LSS with the warrant cashed dates from July, August and September. The January LSS bill includes 
any LSS with a warrant cashed date from October, November and December. The April billing 
includes LSS with warrant cashed dates from January, February and March. The July billing includes 
LSS with warrant cashed dates from April, May and June.  

• BWC bills the PES agency structured settlements, where the bureau pays the settlement over an 
extended period of time, as it makes payments.

• The PES agency will make LSS quarterly bills payable to BWC within 30 days after the billing date.
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• If a participating PES agency fails to pay an LSS quarterly bill within the 30 days, BWC removes the 
PES agency from the LSS Program. BWC includes unpaid LSS payments in the PES agency’s rate 
calculation, and the bureau will not permit future participation. 

• In the event of a dispute regarding the LSS billing, the PES agency should send a written notice, 
including the details concerning the dispute, to BWC’s direct billing department:

   Attn: Direct billing department
   Ohio Bureau of Workers’ Compensation
   P.O. Box 15487
   Columbus, OH 43215-0487

• PES agencies will not use such disputes to delay timely payment of billed costs. PES agencies should 
direct rate calculation questions to BWC’s actuarial department.

4. Agency status changes
• In the event a PES agency combines its policy into another agency, the successor agency’s decision 

regarding the LSS Program prevails.

• In the event a PES agency partially transfers a portion of the agency to another PES agency, the 
predecessor agency’s decision remains in place for a three-year period if the transfer occurs during 
the initial phase or a year in subsequent phases of the LSS Program.

• In the event a PES agency becomes self-insured, the agency will calculate a buyout. Any defi cits the 
agency owes will be included in the buyout. The state agency will not include its LSS reimbursements 
in the buyout.

5. Ending participation in the LSS Program
• After the three-year minimum commitment has elapsed, the PES agency may request to leave the 

LSS Program. BWC automatically renews an agency’s participation in the program unless the agency 
provides the bureau with a termination notifi cation. 

• The PES agency must notify BWC in writing of its wish to end participation in the LSS Program before 
Jan. 1 preceding the ending date of the last policy year in which BWC will exclude the LSS payments. 
For example, if the PES agency participates in the LSS Program for the policy year beginning 
July 1, 2004, and later desires to end participation, the agency must notify BWC before Jan. 1, 2007, 
for the change to be effective July 1, 2007. Without timely notifi cation, BWC will automatically renew 
the PES agency’s participation for another three-year period. 

• Once a PES agency has participated in the LSS Program and has subsequently selected to end 
participation, BWC will not honor any future request from that PES agency to participate in the LSS 
Program.

Additional information 
• PES agencies may settle allowed permanent total disability (PTD) and death claims in which the 

present value used in rate calculations in an activity year prior to 1999. BWC will include the 
settlement amount in the quarterly billings. In addition, the bureau will not substitute PTD or death 
benefi ts paid to date for the present value.

• BWC will process settlements on allowed PTD and death claims in which the present value is in the 
fi ve-year experience period by substituting the PTD or death benefi ts paid to date (not including the 
LSS) for the present value. This substitution will occur in the calendar year losses in which the PES 
agency makes the settlement. The bureau will also include the settlement amount in the quarterly 
billings.


